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Résumé
Description of craftsmen's tools together with the philosophy and attitude that are inseparable from the shokunin's craft. The workshop
Woodworking Tools Home > Books & Woodworking Plans > Japanese Woodworking Tools: Their Tradition - Spirit and Use. Japanese Woodworking Tools: Their Tradition - Spirit and Use. Email this page to a friend. Add to a new shopping list. Japanese Woodworking Tools: Their Tradition - Spirit and Use. Highland Item # 290426. Author: Toshio Odate. Traditional woodworkers can learn from Japanese Woodworking and this comprehensive study of the history, development and use of Japanese woodworking tools, provides detailed, first-hand information on how each tool is finished, tuned, sharpened, maintained and repaired by the craftsman who owns it. An all-time favorite. Start by marking "Japanese Woodworking Tools: Their Tradition, Spirit and Use" as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. A complete guide to the tools used by a shokunin, or master Japanese craftsman, this book is ideal for both beginning and professional woodworkers. Get A Copy. Kindle Store. In his book, "Japanese woodworking tools: their tradition, spirit and use" Toshio Odate tells us about these all-purpose knives: "When I was a boy, it was expected of us that we took one of these Kiridashi-Kogatana and a pair of scissors with us to school in our pencil box. The Kiridashi-Kogatana was used for sharpening our pencils and in art lessons for cutting wood, bamboo and card so that we could make toys and boxes and little gadgets. Using this knife we got to know the properties of wood and bamboo, we learnt the intrinsic qualities of the sort of steel from which the Kir"